
1 PETER STUDY GUIDE
Week 8: Dealing With PeoPle 

Who hurt

Introduction:
Instead of a more standard sermon discussion study guide, this 
week we are going to be using group time to talk about how to 
grow in missional engagement as a LifeGroup. As we mentioned 
on Sunday, God desires to use everything in our life, including even 
our suffering to draw people towards Himself and the hope He 
gives us (1 Peter 3:15-16). This is much harder to do if we’re not 
actively engaging in friendships with those who are far from God. 
The goal in this worksheet and the companion video Allen made 
to help your group walk through it is to help you create regular, 
intentional rhythms where you are engaging with the people God 
has already put around you.

Missional Worksheet
4 stages of mission: 

1. Cultivating or ‘Going To’ – Getting around people who 
don’t know Jesus and cultivating real friendships. 

2. Sowing or ‘Inviting In’ – Inviting friends into your group, 
your life and into deeper conversations about Jesus. 

3. Harvesting or ‘Growing Up’ – Helping new believers learn 
basic core concepts and develop basic Christian practices. 
Taking the next step toward Jesus.

4. Planting or ‘Sending Out’ – Reproducing a healthy 
LifeGroup by sending out a well equipped leader and core 
group.

What stage is your group in currently? 

Practical steps for cultivating 
relationship and ‘going to’ a people:
Reactive Mission: We are a sent people and we are always 
on mission because we take Jesus and the hope of the gospel 
wherever we are. All of us should do this, but it is more passive and 
waiting on opportunities to arrive. 

Proactive Mission: As a group, we intentionally pick a people 
and willfully dedicate time, energy and resources to reaching these 
people with the gospel. This is active approach to mission and we 
have a formalized plan of action. 

Pick a People: Either a Network or a Neighborhood.

Who are potential ‘people’ for your group? What are common 
themes to help you choose? 

Intentionally plan rhythms to be with/around the ‘people’ your group 
has chosen. 4 types of rhythms to plan: 

1. Eat -
2. Play -
3. Serve -
4. Party - 

Using the 4 types of rhythms, plan out your group rhythms for the 
next month. How can you eat, play, serve and party around your 
chosen people in hopes of cultivating real friendships.  

Each month, evaluate and plan out your group rhythms for the next 
month: 


